
30 JUNE 2021 BOH FRIENDS LETTER

Dear friends of Bridge of Hope. 
 
Sorry for the delay for this update. It was 
mainly because of my hesitancy to release it. 
My incompetency on writing a letter in 
English to many people has held it up for a 
while. As I realized further delay doesn’t help 
anything, I decided to push it out at last. 

Since, Danilo and Hanna has completed their 
faithful commitment to BOH, I have become 

the one to communicate to you. I’m the 
project leader, Jun Kim, a Korean. 

For this update, I want to start with a 
question.  
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BOH�FRIENDS�LETTER

Nails�cutting�and�wounds�cleaning�have�

become�a�part�of�important�expression�of�

CARE�in�BOH

To Care for Hope
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Is BOH a school?

Yes, but there is something more. 
School is a place to educate students. Yet we  
desire to offer something more. We want our 
BOH children to be nurtured. They are not 
just students for us but children.  
Our heart to serve doesn’t stop to children. We 
would like to include their families in a circle. 
That is why we are to be called as a 
community to share the heart of our heavenly 
father. 

COVID 19 impact

BOH had to close due to the recent rise of 
COVID. The government ordered to use non-
contacting ways to continue the education 
such as internet meetings or smart teaching 
apps yet majority of our community couldn’t 
afford those. Rumors spread. Current 
restriction wouldn’t be lifted until the end of 
this year.  
Nevertheless, we have hope in BOH. Teachers 
began taking initiative to find different ways to 
continue looking after children. 
In the beginning of closing, they decided to 
carry on caring activities such as nail cutting 
or cleansing wounds when children visited 
BOH informally. Meal providing team 
prepared lunch boxes so that children doesn’t 
need to stay long.   Children were taught with 
homework. 

Sadly, we couldn’t carry these activities 
anymore because the more positive COVID 
cases happened at surroundings and overall 
Siem Reap. 
Yet it has become clearer that our staffs are no 
longer paid workers. They are carers 
connected to Father’s heart.  

The fruits of Mission doesn’t come out of 
programs. It can be found in a day to day life 
which comes out of a heart Jesus’ abiding in. 
I’m thrilled over our staffs’ growth having 
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HOPE�is�with�us

Bokeng�comes�to�BOH�even�we�are�

closed;�His�aunt�who�had�become�the�

primary�caretaker�after�his�parents’�

divorce�passed�away�recently.��

His�class�teacher�Leakena�is�sitting�next�

to�him�to�care.�

Please�pray�for�him.

Some�children�turned�back�home�for�

they�didn’t�know�BOH�became�closed�

like�other�public�schools�around.�

Teacher�PiSey�is�teaching�children�in�a�

distance.�Children�get�new�homework�

for�the�next�session�after�the�session.
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hope  for fruits of our mission thru them.  

3 staffs of BOH are in quarantine. Thankfully 
all of them got negative test result. We prayed 
for them thru internet. Some other staffs have 
volunteered to deliver daily essentials for them. 
We have become stronger community during 
this difficult time. 

Special donations from overseas have showed 
us the faithful Hands of Father. Masks and 
finance were given to protect our children and 
community. This is the reason ‘why our heart  
could be in peace even in the midst of 
troubles. 

BOH is registered as a local 
NGO

Lastly yet very importantly, there is one more 
update.  
BOH has become a local NGO at last. It has 
been a long process.  
We’ve kept on hearing getting NGO certificate 
is harder in Cambodia now. The nation is no 
longer in a stage of desperate to get the 
support thru NGOs. Government has put 
many restrictions on renewal and new 
registration of NGO.  
Yet, we wanted the BOH to be local NGO 
for ,in long term, BOH is to be under the 
Cambodian’s management. Constant outside 
support is not possible neither healthy. In this 
reason God sent Pichet to us. By the successful 
registration, he has become officially the 
director of NGO. Sorphea and Saven with him 
formed the leadership team and it seems well 
balanced and strong.  
Now, Sohee and I have an homework to train 
and support them to be good and faithful 
servant leaders. Please be with us with your 
prayer so that the future of BOH can be in 
good hands of Cambodian leaders who know 
and carry Father’s caring heart.  
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Sorphea�had�carried�7�screws�and�a�plate�

which�have�been�faithfully�served�holding�her�

fractured�leg�for�more�than�2�years.Recently�

one�of�the�screws�began�causing�pain�yet�the�

Dr.�operated�her�at�home�town�refused�the�

removal�surgery�due�to�the�threat�of�COVID.�

By�the�graceful�support�of�Dr.�Rorn,�a�

member�of�Life�Care�Medical�team,�they�

were�completely�removed�at�last.

Teachers�are�having�zoom�meeting�for�some�

of�them�are�in�quarantine.�Bokeng�is�

standing�next�to�his�teacher.

Channaet�visited�BOH�after�she�moved�to�

different�school.�Her�whole�family�moved�

away�in�distant.�She�said�“I�like�BOH,�I�set�my�

mind�to�be�a�teacher�like�you.�I�wan�to�help�

children�in�poor�like�me.��

�HOPE�is�GROWING

Please be safe in His Grace until we get connect next time. 
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